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Online: www.mktaxi-japan.comOnline: www.mktaxi-japan.com

www.mktaxi-japan.comwww.mktaxi-japan.com
MK Co., LtdMK Co., Ltd

※The fares are applicable within Kyoto City only. 
※Parking fees, toll fees and entry fees are not included. Meal is not included.
※Consumption tax and English guiding fee are included.
※We can o�er other vehicles such as BMW, Lexus, Toyota Hiace Jumbo,        
    Luxury Van and wheelchair transporter. 
※When calculating the fares, the �gures are rounded to the nearest ten.

※The fares are applicable within Kyoto City only. 
※Parking fees, toll fees and entry fees are not included. Meal is not included.
※Consumption tax and English guiding fee are included.
※We can o�er other vehicles such as BMW, Lexus, Toyota Hiace Jumbo,        
    Luxury Van and wheelchair transporter. 
※When calculating the fares, the �gures are rounded to the nearest ten.

(Every Day: 8:30-18:00)(Every Day: 8:30-18:00)
050-3385-8132

Reservations should be made at least 3 days before the trip by 17:00 (JST). 

Other InformationOther Information

Phone:

mkgroup1026.english

＃mkgroup1026eng

Kyoto MK

2 - Kiyomizu Temple
1 - Sanjūsangen-dō

3 - Nijō Castle
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Amazing Kyoto
EXCITING QUICK TOURS

1000 Arms & Ninja
1000 Senju Kannon statues will mesmerize you in 

Sanjūsangen-dō and you will �nd the enormous 
Kiyomizu Temple fascinating with its panoramic view of 
Kyoto City. At your last stop, you will travel back in time 

to the 17th century and witness how the Shogun lived
in the richly decorated Ninomaru Palace.

2 - Kiyomizu Temple
1 - Kinkaku-ji (Golden Pavilion)

Distance will not be a problem anymore! 
If you are short of time but want to cover the main 

sightseeing spots, this is your tour! Gold-leaf covered 
pavilion, enormous Buddhist temple on the 

mountainside with panoramic view and a misterious 
shinto shrine with more than 10,000 vermilion gates!

1 - Nishiki Market
2 - Tōji Temple
3 - Fushimi Inari Grand Shrine

3 - Fushimi Inari Grand Shrine

Tasty & Sacred
Enjoy the culinary journey at the “Kitchen of Kyoto”, 

Nishiki Market and learn about the rare Buddhist 
statues hidden in Tōji Temple. �e experience will be 

perfect with the misterious shrine gates of the famous 
Fushimi Inari Grand Shrine.
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Extension fee

44,580 yen44,580 yenAlphard (5 PAX)

  7,264 yen  7,264 yenToyota Crown
Fare/vehicle

/hour/hour42,580 yen42,580 yen

7,264 yen7,264 yen/hour/hour

(4 PAX)

Extension fee

37,320 yen37,320 yenAlphard (5 PAX)

  7,264 yen  7,264 yenToyota Crown
Fare/vehicle

/hour/hour35,320 yen35,320 yen

7,264 yen7,264 yen/hour/hour

(4 PAX)

Extension fee

44,580 yen44,580 yenAlphard (5 PAX)

  7,264 yen  7,264 yenToyota Crown
Fare/vehicle

/hour/hour42,580 yen42,580 yen

7,264 yen7,264 yen/hour/hour

(4 PAX)

Please note that Tōji Temple holds a �lea market on the 21st of every month that makes 
approaching the area and parking di�ficult. Therefore the tour may take up to 5 hours.
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